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Abstract
The depth information obtained from multiple view algorithms or RGB-d sensors is frequently incomplete [3]. We study how
to improve the scene depth estimation combining any kind of rough initial estimation with a pipeline for pixel-wise labeling
optimization [5]. Our preliminary pipeline makes use of superpixel image segmentation and Markov-Random-Field solvers,
both of them very powerful tools frequently used to obtain a robust and consistent labeling in an image. We propose and
analyze how to modify the MRF cost functions and superpixel description to improve the performance.
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multiple-view commercial software or state-of-the-art implementations, using depth and vision sensors or using stereo
estimation), but in general, all of them frequently provide
partially incomplete, sparse or incorrect depth estimation,
i.e., there are pixels without an assigned depth value, what
we will call depth gaps in the following.
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The code used in our experiments was provided by the authors [SZS∗ 08].

superpixel gets a depth value according to its pixel depth distribution

Hence, in order to assign a depth value z to each superpixel S, we analyze the depth distribution among the pixels
that belong to each superpixel and we choose the median
depth value Me as representative of that superpixel depth Sz .
All depth values are normalized ∈ [0, 1]. In cases where no
pixel inside a superpixel S has a valid depth value, the superpixel gets assigned a 0 depth value (Sz = 0).
Using this simple step that merges the superpixel segmentation with the input depth we already manage to fill some
depth gaps. In Figure 4 we can see an example where we improve the result in the estimated disparity map of an stereo
pair if we combine it with the superpixel segmentation.
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Figure 4: (a) The original image is segmented in (b) superpixels. If we combine the superpixels segmentation with the
input depth (c), disparity map, we obtain an improved disparity estimation (d).
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5. Depth propagation as a labeling problem

6.1. Quantitative evaluation of our approach

Our first tests are designed to evaluate the proposed cost
functions and quantify the obtained improvements.
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We use publicly available datasets [SS03, SS02], which are
designed to evaluate stereo algorithms, where the ground
truth represents the disparity between pixels from two images. Although, the disparity and the depth are not the same
concept, they are closely related. In a stereo configuration
(Figure 6), we only have a horizontal translation (without rotation) between the two cameras, and the disparity disp can
be calculated as the horizontal displacement between two
corresponding pixels:
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6. Experiments
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4. MRF based depth propagation + smoothing → final depth estimation
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